
test performed here and its P-value. Furthermore, in

the Discussion it is stated that ‘inter-laboratory vari-

ation is no longer different between the techniques if

calculated on the basis of z-scored data.’ Our calcula-

tions do not confirm this statement.

We do not believe that any of the errors we found were

intentional. We believe that the paper demonstrates the need

for more double-checking and better statistical analysis.

We think that the four Key Messages of the paper still

hold. However, in our opinion the first key message,

‘Rankings are very similar if different laboratories measure

telomere lengths in the same samples’, is now too strong

and instead of ‘very similar’ we would suggest changing it

to just ‘similar’. Furthermore, the authors of the paper in

the conclusion say that: ‘Z-scoring of data appears at

present the best possibility for combining results from

different laboratories’ and it is based on wrongly

calculated z-scores.

We think that the difference of measured telomere

lengths between different laboratories and techniques is an

important issue. We think that the authors tackled the

issue with the right design of experiment and that they pro-

duced findings valuable to the scientific community. It is

unfortunate that their statistical analysis had so many

errors and thus questions some of their findings.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available at IJE online.
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In a recent comment, Krstajic and Buturovic1 checked the

calculations which we did in our paper.2 We are very grate-

ful to them for spotting two inconsistencies in our handling

of the data. We apologize for these and have corrected them

in an accompanying Corrigendum.3 The corrected calcula-

tions (see Figure 1 below and Corrigendum3) confirmed our

previous conclusions, with the sole exception that some

rank correlation coefficients between laboratories (specific-

ally involving STELA) were lower than appreciated before.

Therefore, we agree with the suggestion by Krstajic and
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Buturovic1 that we should tone down our conclusion of

‘very similar rankings’ between laboratories to ‘similar rank-

ings’ (see Corrigendum3). However, we reject multiple argu-

ments by Krstajic and Buturovic1 (see below). Specifically,

we maintain our conclusion that ‘inter-laboratory variation

is no longer different between the techniques if calculated

on the basis of z-scored data’, because their criticism of this

statement is based on processing errors in their data.

None of the corrections to the original paper3 changes

in any way the arguments presented in our response4 to a

recent independent comment by Verhulst et al.5

In detail, we respond to the points raised1 as follows.

(i) Telomere length ratios (TLR) values for Laboratories 3

and 4 in round 2, as given in Table 2, are different from

those calculated based on the raw values given in Supple-

mentary Table S2. This is correct. The error occurred

because the raw telomere length data returned from Labo-

ratories 3 and 4 were each calculated in two different

ways. Lab 3 used either arithmetic means or a Gaussian fit

to calculate telomere length from the positions of the bands

on the gels, and Lab 4 calculated telomere length either as

T/S ratios or as absolute length in bp using an internal nor-

malization. In order not to over-complicate our paper,2 we

chose to present data from only one calculation method

per laboratory. Data in Table 2, round 2, were calculated

from the arithmetic fit for Lab 3 and from T/S ratios for

Lab 4. Unfortunately, raw data given in Supplementary

Table S2 round 2 in our paper2were the alternative data

sets for Labs 3 and 4, i.e. results from Lab 3 calculated by

Gaussian fit and from Lab 4 calculated as absolute length

using internal normalization. In the Corrigendum3 we have

now re-performed all calculations based on the raw data

given in Supplementary Table S2 in the original paper.2

The differences in TLRs as calculated from both data sets

are generally small, as shown in Figure 1, especially if com-

pared with the inter-lab differences as shown in Figure 1 of

our original paper.2 With the exception of the strength of

rank correlations between different laboratories (see point

2 below), all conclusions remain unchanged.

(ii) In Supplementary Table S3, wrong correlation coeffi-

cients are given. This is correct and we apologize. Pearson

correlation coefficients instead of Spearman’s rank correla-

tion coefficients were mistakenly given in the table. Cor-

rect Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients are given in

the Corrigendum.3 The range of correlation coefficients is

now 0.25–0.99, due to STELA results correlating less well

with both Southern and qPCR results after Gaussian data

fitting. Therefore, we agree with Krstajic and Buturovic1

and change our first key message to ‘Rankings are similar

if different laboratories measure telomere lengths in the

same samples’ (see Corrigendum3).

(iii) Comparison of intra-batch coefficients of variation

(CVs). We do not understand how Krstajic and Buturovic1

arrived at a P-value of 0.784 for an analysis of variance

(ANOVA) comparing intra-batch CVs between laborato-

ries. We checked the value given in our paper2 (P¼ 0.299).

It remains unchanged when calculations are based on the

set of raw data for Labs 3 and 4, as given in Supplementary

Table S2. Depending on how the two datasets for Lab 10

are included in the comparison laboratory, a Kruskal-

Wallis test becomes appropriate, but this again will not

yield a P¼ 0.784. None of the outcomes is significant.

(iv) Should inter-laboratory comparisons based on intra-

and inter-batch CVs be evaluated using tests for dependent

(paired) data? Treating the data as paired would have been

Lab 3
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T
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0.5
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Figure 1. TLRs for Labs 3 and 4 (round 2) calculated from two sets of raw values.
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correct if we, as Krstajic and Buturovic1 seem to assume,

were comparing directly telomere lengths. We would then

separately assess the capability of individual laboratories

to measure, say, long vs short telomeres. However, our

study was neither intended nor powered sufficiently to do

this. We were not interested whether a certain laboratory

might be better in measuring a certain type of telomeres,

whether long or short, tumour or lymphocytes etc. What

we were interested in was the capability of the laboratories

and, especially of the different techniques, to measure an

essentially random set of telomeres reproducibly. In that

respect it was not relevant whether the same or different

DNA samples were used. In fact, ‘real’ samples would not

be paired between laboratories. A paired analysis design

would therefore over-interpret differences between labora-

tories or techniques. Therefore we were using CVs, which

normalized the results against the most relevant difference

between samples (i.e. their mean telomere length) and

treated the individual samples as random (which is how

they were measured in our fully blinded design).

(v) Why are z-scores and their inter-lab variations different

between Krstajic and Buturovic1 and our paper2? Krstajic

and Buturovic1 calculated z-scores independently for

rounds 1 and 2. We calculated z-scores per laboratory,

using a common average between both rounds. We think

our approach is the more appropriate because it has two

advantages: it focuses on the performance of the laborato-

ries (which we wanted to compare) irrespective of the dif-

ferences between rounds 1 and 2, and it gives better

statistical power for the calculation of the scores. In any

case, these two approaches result only in minor differences

(compare data for Labs 1 to 9 in Supplementary Table ST3

from Krstajic and Buturovic1 with our Supplementary

Table S42).

Importantly, Krstajic and Buturovic1 claim that

their calculations do not confirm our statement that ‘inter-

laboratory variation is no longer different between

the techniques if calculated on the basis of z-scored data’.

This claim, however, is based on a calculation error in

their Supplementary Table 31: they did not convert TLRs for

Labs 10-1 and 10-2 into z-scores, resulting in artificially

large differences in the inter-lab variation.

(vi) Key messages and conclusions. In agreement with-

Krstajic and Buturovic1 we change our first key message to:

‘Rankings are similar if different laboratories measure telo-

mere lengths in the same samples’. We retain our conclusion

that: ‘Z-scoring of data appears at present the best possibility

for combining results from different laboratories’, because it is

based on correctly calculated z-scores.
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The recent study of O’Neill and her colleagues1 increases

the evidence2–6 for a raised risk of childhood leukaemia

(and some other childhood cancers) with increased birth-

weight. With funding from Children with Cancer UK, we
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